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The product: 

Design a professional web  we try to put all power to 

build the best app for a web

Project overview

Project duration:

October  8, 2022



The problem: 

I don’t have a good web for my works

Project overview

The goal: 

Create a web with adobe XD



My role: 

UX designer designing an website for my self .

Project overview

Responsibilities: 

Conducting interviews, paper and digital 

wireframing, low and high-fidelity prototyping, 

conducting usability studies, accounting for 

accessibility, and iterating on designs.



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● User journey maps





User research: summary

I conducted interviews and created empathy maps to understand the users I'm designing for and 
their needs. A primary user group identified through research was working adults who don't have 

time to cook meals.

This user group confirmed initial assumptions about web visitors, but research also revealed that 
time was not the only factor limiting users from cooking at home. Other user problems included 

obligations, interests, or challenges that make it difficult to get groceries for cooking or go to 
restaurants in-person.



User research: pain points

accessibility

Platforms for personal 
sites are not equipped 

with assistive 
technologies

difficult to read

Text-heavy menus in 
apps are often difficult 
to read and order from

time

The time is short 
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Persona: Ali samuelsson

Problem statement:

Ali samuelsson A 

university student,My 

experience with cinemas 

is not that good. I often 

miss the movie while I 

am in the waiting queue. 

I wish there was an 

application that brings 

cinemas under one roof.



User journey map

Ali samuelsson A university 

student, I work as an 

accountant currently. My 

experience with cinemas is 

not that good. I often miss 

the movie while I am in the 

waiting queue. I wish there 

was an application that 

brings cinemas under one 

roof.



● Paper wireframes

● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design



Paper wireframes 



Digital wireframes 

Its not bad

Every thing in 
the panel

Insert first wireframe 
example that 

demonstrates design 
thinking aligned with 

user research You can see my 
experience



Low-fidelity prototype

The big problem her I delete It so i 

put my hi fi 

 



Usability study: findings
I conducted two rounds of usability studies. Findings from the first study helped guide the 
designs from wireframes to mockups. The second study used a high-fidelity prototype and 
revealed what aspects of the mockups needed refining.

Round 1 findings

Users want more customization 
options

1

Users want a delivery option2

Round 2 findings

Users want to order the food quickly1

"Build your own" functionality is 
confusing

2



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

[Your notes about goals and 

thought process]

Image of 
selected 

screen before 
usability study

Before usability study After usability study

Image of 
selected 

screen after 
usability study



Mockups

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display

Main 
mockup 

screen for 
display



High-fidelity
prototype

High-fidelity

prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/X3wLS9qxpfFUbgqxxobzUn/Untitled?node-id=1%3A2&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A2
https://www.figma.com/proto/X3wLS9qxpfFUbgqxxobzUn/Untitled?node-id=1%3A2&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A2


Accessibility considerations

I used icon to be easier 
more

Provided access to users 
who are vision impaired 

through adding alt text to 
images for screen 

readers.
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● Takeaways

● Next stepsGoing forward



Takeaways

Impact:

The app makes users feel like Mexican 

restaurant really thinks about how to 

meet their needs.

What I learned:

While designing the Mexican restaurant app, I 

learned that the first ideas for the app are only 

the beginning of the process. Usability studies 

and peer feedback influenced each iteration of 

the app's designs.



Next steps

This  will be the lastest 
design 

1



Let’s connect!

Insert a few sentences summarizing the next steps you would take with this 

project and why. Feel free to organize next steps in a bullet point list. 

It was along project


